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ABSTRACT 

The Ubume Challenge: A Digital Environmental Humanities Project 

by Sam Risak 

In 2019, the “The Momo Challenge” frightened parents in the United States into believing 

“Momo” would appear online where she’d lure their children into harming themselves. While 

this challenge is one of many recent viral hoaxes, “Momo” is not simply a product of our digital 

age. Known as the ubume (“birthing-woman”), the figure who provides the face for “Momo” has 

lived for centuries in Japanese folklore where yokai (supernatural creatures) often caution 

listeners against entering unchartered parts of the land. And once Japan industrialized, so too did 

their “unchartered lands,” the ubume reborn to fit the cities and technologies that assumed these 

new breeding grounds for uncertainty. On my Scalar website, a platform designed to host media-

rich content, I trace three such transmutations of the ubume—the setsuwa (spoken story), 

illustrated encyclopedia, and viral hoax. Literary critic Frederick Jameson provides the 

framework for these analyses as he describes the myth as an “imagined solution” to otherwise 

“unresolvable social contradictions.” I take an ecocritical approach and focus on the 

contradictions that arise under our dominant technology-as-progress narrative, presenting my 

research on hidden environmental costs through a combination of text and original comics. My 

choice to incorporate comics reflects my aim to not only expand access beyond an academic 

audience but to ensure an authorial transparency that allows users to decide whether they agree 

with my conclusions (as opposed to computer-generated visuals many people associate with 

objectivity). Increased user agency is crucial if we are to uncover why certain histories are 
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privileged over others, particularly in our current climate where the hands shaping our digital 

environments remain so largely hidden. 
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A NOTE ON TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

The Ubume Challenge runs on Scalar 2.0, a free open-source publishing platform. No installation 

is required from users; they simply go to the website and follow the “path” of the digital “book.” 

This book begins on a cover page where users then click to “Begin with Critical Statement.” 

From there, they can scroll to the bottom to click to “continue” or click the arrow on the right of 

the page to proceed to the next “chapter” or page and make their way through the book; 

alternatively, they can hover over the Table of Contents menu in the upper-left-hand corner to 

pick and choose which chapter they wish to see next. This project also utilizes hyperlinks that 

take users to external links or the Works Cited if they wish to see the full citation for a source 

mentioned in the text; a few hyperlinks also offer several “notes” with additional information 

that appear when users hover over select terms. 
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 1 PDF Exports of Website 
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The Ubume Challenge

https://scalar.chapman.edu/scalar/the-ubume-challenge-a-digital-environmental-humanities-project/index[5/11/2020 10:37:50 AM]

The Ubume
Challenge: A Digital

Environmental
Humanities Project

by Sam Risak

Begin with “Critical Statement”

THE UBUME CHALLENGE: A DIGITAL ENVIRONMENTAL HUMANITIES PROJECT BY SAM RISAK

2
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Critical Statement

https://scalar.chapman.edu/scalar/the-ubume-challenge-a-digital-environmental-humanities-project/critical-statement?path=index[5/11/2020 10:39:10 AM]

THE UBUME CHALLENGE (1/6)

Critical Statement
This Scalar site traces the ubume back through three popular sources that span centuries—the 

setsuwa collection Konjaku Monogatarish Gazu Hyakki Yagy , and 

 

 

the ubume  

 

 

online.

ubume  

savior, one that enabled our age of the Anthropocene as much as it has enabled the ubume to 

 

 

ubume  

 

ubume ,  

focus is on the environment, and  

 

medium of comics helps create  

 

THE UBUME CHALLENGE: A DIGITAL ENVIRONMENTAL HUMANITIES PROJECT BY SAM RISAK

3
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https://scalar.chapman.edu/scalar/the-ubume-challenge-a-digital-environmental-humanities-project/critical-statement?path=index[5/11/2020 10:39:10 AM]

 

As  

narratives,  sections of research 

 

 

 

 

This page is a note in:
 Critical Statement

Continue to “Introduction”

Version 17 of this page, updated 5/9/2020 | All versions | Metadata
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Introduction

https://scalar.chapman.edu/scalar/the-ubume-challenge-a-digital-environmental-humanities-project/introduction?path=index[5/11/2020 11:02:07 AM]

THE UBUME CHALLENGE (2/6)

Introduction

DESCRIPTION DETAILS CITATIONS SOURCE FILE

Robots meet Momo, 2019, U.S.

THE UBUME CHALLENGE: A DIGITAL ENVIRONMENTAL HUMANITIES PROJECT BY SAM RISAK

5
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https://scalar.chapman.edu/scalar/the-ubume-challenge-a-digital-environmental-humanities-project/introduction?path=index[5/11/2020 11:02:07 AM]

 

with 

 

the hoax swept across Latin America.

It was not even born in 2006 when

Keisuke Aiso's “Mother Bird," 2006 created 

 

 

name—the ubume.

ubume translates to birthing-woman. Said to derive from a 

woman who died giving birth, it is not the woman herself, but her spiritual attachment to the child that 

becomes the ubume. While there are numerous iterations of the ubume, she is commonly presented as a 

 

 

The ubume is one of many y kai—or supernatural creatures—found in Japan, all of which are associated with 

the uncertainties of the land. Such y kai have proliferated in popular culture for centuries, and recently, have 

 

( , 2009), Gerald Figal (  

, 1999), and Ambiguous Bodies: 

 

role the supernatural has played in Japan; however, given the scale of their subject matter and the 

y kai is minimal, and when the 

ubume is mentioned, she rarely receives more than a paragraph. Given the gender implications of the ubume, 

 

, but again, the text covers a large topic, in which the ubume serves as one example of many.

ubume y kai, I situate her in three of the time periods that she appears. 

G —who might 

otherwise be dismissed as a pop culture fad—proves  

 

populations of color, once Japanese Americans—and Asian Americans more broadly—began to succeed

6
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https://scalar.chapman.edu/scalar/the-ubume-challenge-a-digital-environmental-humanities-project/introduction?path=index[5/11/2020 11:02:07 AM]

 

dominant classes to  

depictions and their  

y kai for Americans to collect. And many did so readily, our 

 

 

seem to hold less sway when applied to Japan, many Americans seemingly unsure as to whether one  be 

 

their own culture. This "color-blind  

 

 

 

 

 

sharp rise in hate crimes

 

 

 

American horror scene (many of which— , etc.—also share origins in Japanese 

ubume, I began to 

 

ubume have lived for 

ubume as an 

authentic creature, none of the sources this project analyzes (the collection , 

, and the viral hoax  

A true product of her environment, the ubume from a 

 What in particular about the ubume has caused us to 

 

 to argue that the myth functions 

as an imagined solution to "unresolvable social contradictions" (79  

 

 

would not want to deny children access to the technology they are told is the way forward, we do not actually 

 

 

the ubume's 
7
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https://scalar.chapman.edu/scalar/the-ubume-challenge-a-digital-environmental-humanities-project/the-ubume-in-the-konjaku-monogatarish?path=index[5/11/2020 11:04:02 AM]

It becomes clear then that Suetake's journey across the river is not done to free the town of any dangers, but to

demonsrate his courage. To prevent any doubts over whether he completed the task, Suetake sicks one of his

arrows on the other side of the bank, the raw materials for which—along with Suetake's “armor, a helmet,

bows in a quiver” (Koriyama and Allen 60)—would have likely been “collected countrywide as part of the

handicraft and special products taxes (chōyō) requisitioned from sate-managed foress, mines and pasures”

(Friday 63). Common people therefore not only had their land depleted of resources by fgures like Suetake

and Yorimitsu, but had those resources turned agains them when they were used to consruct weapons the

military could use to enforce submission to further exploitation.

The Konjaku Monogatarishūshū did not create the ubume any more than it created Taira no Suetake, but it did

pass on a narrative of the brave warrior to audiences who may never have believed it otherwise. As Li sates,

“people whose lifesyles and lives are threatened would fnd it less frightening to confront political and social

sruggles in terms of the extraordinary and the monsrous than to look hard at the true enemies: other people

and time” (241). In a period when the warrior class was rising and many believed the world to entering a time

of disorder and decay, the ubume ofered common people a monser they could defeat, and in so doing,

disracted them from seeing who and what there really was to fear.

Updated 5/11/2020 | Metadata

 Powered by Scalar (2.5.9) | Terms of Service | Privacy Policy | Scalar Feedback

« Continue to “The Ubume in the Gazu Hyakki
Yagyō”
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THE UBUME CHALLENGE (3/6)

The Ubume in the Konjaku
Monogatarish

DESCRIPTION DETAILS CITATIONS SOURCE FILE

Momo takes robot back to Heian, Japan (roughly 1120)

THE UBUME CHALLENGE: A DIGITAL ENVIRONMENTAL HUMANITIES PROJECT BY SAM RISAK

9
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ubume comes around 1120 in the Konjaku Monogatarish  (The Tales of 

 setsuwa  

India” (Tenjiku Shindan Honcho 11-31), the Konjaku 

Monogatarish sh  

 

Li 18).

 
 

setsuwa  
 

period 

Konjaku Monogatarish , Suzuka Ed. (Date Unknown) 

Konjaku Monogatarish sh ’s 

 Mapp  

 

very devout people” (Li 218  

Morton et al. 41  

 

beauties. 

Konjaku Monogatarish sh  claims the 

 

 

Li 27  

 

 

setsuwa.  

 ) despite 

having lived more than a century prior to the Konjaku Monogatarish sh  

setsuwa Shitteno  

 

( ).

ubume

10
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enemies” (Figal 22-23 heroism  

 

emerging as the dominant class. The other ubume  

 

Michinaga—  

 

Morton et al 24  in 

setsuwa Li 150), perhaps unsurprising given y kai  

 

impositions on the land during this time—  

 

 

 

Morton et. al. 46). This 

 

 

 

 

liaisons throughout the country (Morton et al. 46).

 

 

entrepreneurial commercial activity and increase agriculture and 

 

Totman 101, 93). 

Konjaku

Monogatarish sh  

 

common folk in rural areas, major ecological changes were transforming nature and culture in 

 

supernatural beings-were being cut down and pushed away to clear the land for cultivation.

Fujiwara no Kamatari (Founder of the
Fujiwara Clan), 645

11
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(19 italics added)

 

narrative the setsuwa  

evident in the term Shitteno —  

 

 

Shitteno  

 

 

Friday 8-9  

 

 

 

 

 

 

unperturbed and  

takes the ubume  

 ubume  

 

character (Koriyama and Allen 60).

description here Ambiguous Bodies: Reading 

the Grotesque in Japanese Setsuwa Tales ,  

 

153  

 

 

to the ubume (Koriyama and Allen 60)  

ubume  

 

Mori 

149-150

the ubume

12
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(Koriyama and Allen 60)  

y  

(Friday 63  

  

The Konjaku Monogatarish sh  did not create the ubume  

pass on a  

 

 

and time” (241 entering a time 

ubume  

Updated 5/11/2020 | Metadata
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THE UBUME CHALLENGE (4/6)

The Ubume in the Gazu Hyakki Yagy

DESCRIPTION DETAILS CITATIONS SOURCE FILE

Momo takes robot back to Edo, Japan (roughly 1776)

Gazu Hyakki Yagy  series (Hundred Demons’ Night Parade),      

y kai appeared in

https://scalar.chapman.edu/scalar/the-ubume-challenge-a-digital-environmental-humanities-project/the-ubume-in-the-illustrated-demons-night-parade[5/11/2020 11:36:07 AM]

THE UBUME CHALLENGE: A DIGITAL ENVIRONMENTAL HUMANITIES PROJECT BY SAM RISAK

14
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scrolls that only the wealthy or well-connected could view or own. Sekien took the creatures, applied the 

 his background allowed him, and created mass-produced 

y kai upon the population at large” (Yoda and Alt 

 y kai  

1868) onward, and Sekien is considered to have been Yoda 

and Alt viii).

 

commercialization that was occurring within Japan. When the 

 

 

culture (  

 

writers like Sekien adopted woodblock printing, the  

 

 pieces 

published included almanacs, guidebooks, and encyclopedias, 

 

both personally and politically (

 

 

(  

Sansaizue,

the Kinm zui (  

Kinm zui's aim to introduce 

 

 

y kai  

The Order of Things, “that which is given in things as 

 

on y kai,  

including those used to divide Japanese society.  as some merchants began to accumulate wealth 

Title: Nocturnal Procession of the H

Volume 

Gazu Hyakki Yagy  series, 1776. See

11 Page 1 �    

15
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Yoda and Alt jail 

time or more severe punishment

 

 

 

ubume into the river, nothing to 

 

 

y kai's  

 

 

(Totman 175  

y kai  

). 

A parallel in this integration between

'natural' and 'urban' landscape can be

Hyakki

Yagy , a myth about the one hundred

y kai

relied on

 

 

the creatures into an encyclopedia and titling it Gazu Hyakki Yagy , Sekien turns what once was a rare 

occurrence encountering a y kai in the city . 

y kai Hyakki Yagy . They 

). However, without any land 

 y kai to claim as their own, increased human interaction would be inevitable. Reminiscent to what 

we see in the U.S. today when alligators who end up in swimming pools or the  

, the increased danger in this new relationship between humans and y kai  

entry on the ubume. Wakan Sansaizue ,

Hyakki yagyo , painted by Itaya Keii Hironaga ( ), 1880

16
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which depicts the ubume ubume-dori, or ubume-bird. Regarded 

as an evil deity, in this version, it is said when the ubume  

 

Shimazaki 201). However, unlike the Wakan 

Sansaizue ubume  

 

ubume  

ubume can swoop in to harm 

Hyakki Yagy   

y kai  

A similar 

 

 

 

(  

Totman 172). When 

 

avert their eyes to the damage, commonly siding with mine operators, who provided the government with the 

metal it needed" (Totman 172

that encyclopedias ubume  

 

 

 

 

). In such an environment, rather than 

 

 

 

commercially ubume  great demand. 

« Continue to “The Ubume in the Momo
Challenge”

17
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The Ubume in the Momo Challenge

https://scalar.chapman.edu/scalar/the-ubume-challenge-a-digital-environmental-humanities-project/the-ubume-in-the-momo-challenge?path=index[5/11/2020 11:40:40 AM]

THE UBUME CHALLENGE (5/6)

The Ubume in the Momo Challenge

DESCRIPTION DETAILS CITATIONS SOURCE FILE

THE UBUME CHALLENGE: A DIGITAL ENVIRONMENTAL HUMANITIES PROJECT BY SAM RISAK

18
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The Ubume in the Momo Challenge
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 —Bruno Latour 

In 2018, a photograph of the sculpture “Mother Bird” was uploaded onto the online platform the 

same website that gave birth to Slenderman orror 

 Keisuke Aiso created his sculpture out of rubber and natural oils, 

and when she began to rot, Aiso disposed of her (Reiko

on  and , her appearance supposedly linked with suicide pacts. Others claimed Momo 

popped up in children’s programs like  or game-play videos like  on  . Still others 

said the challenge spread to Snapchat. In the United States, the rumor escalated on February 26, 2019 when it 

 

Momo and asked them to “Please monitor what your kids are watching!!!” (Sakuma).

In response to the “Momo Challenge,” local authorities advised

parents to increase online supervision; schools reminded parents to be

vigilant; and news agencies recommended parents warn their children

however, national media agencies reported they were unsure whether

any Momo-related suicides had actually taken place. Rather than warn

their children about Momo, parents were to ignore her entirely, as

those who shared the viral hoax could inadvertently encourage

children into participating in the trend ironically.

The Momo Challenge is one of many viral hoaxes in recent years. From eating tide pods to committing suicide

for the Blue Whale Challenge, parents seem to hear about a new digital threat to their children every day.

While these challenges typically have no or very little founding in reality, the fear they cause certainly does,

phenomena” (459). Because many of us are not literate enough to make sense of such complexity, it can be

easier to blame boogeymen like Momo for the issues we face online.

While Momo may feel like a product of the digital age, were frightened parents to look into her background,

No description available.

19
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The Ubume in the Momo Challenge

https://scalar.chapman.edu/scalar/the-ubume-challenge-a-digital-environmental-humanities-project/the-ubume-in-the-momo-challenge?path=index[5/11/2020 11:40:40 AM]

"Mother Bird" sculpture has lived for centuries at the intersection between reproduction and fear. But who has

the time for such research when children are at risk? That impulse for immediacy is what makes viral hoaxes

Campion-Vincent 5). As writer at  Taylor

Lorenz says in her article on the Momo Challenge, it is not Momo parents need to focus on, but the platforms

themselves, corporations like 

platforms is what obscures the threats they might pose, both online 

In 2019 (the same year Momo gained her international notoriety), our planet saw: one million species on the

of wild animals fallen by 80 percent ( arvey). Such conditions sound impossible to ignore, and yet we have

and largely continue to ignore them, leaders in our consumer culture informing what we (they) want as well as

what we (they) don't want: attention paid to the impact of globalized capitalism on the climate. Because such

environmental harms have generally unfolded by means of what Rob Nixon calls “slow violence,” “a violence

space, an attritional violence that is typically not viewed as violent at all” (2356), corporations have largely

reported the science of climate change has become more convincing credited recent extreme weather events

for changing their views ("Is the Public Willing").

If we can recognize the climate crises unfolding before us, why do we continue to perceive technological

growth as the way forward? 

of Google’s undersea cable projects. “It’s in the ocean.” Nearly 750,000 miles of cable already connect the

Satriano). These undersea cables are

thoroughly, they have created an entirely new sphere—the technosphere. An accumulation of all humans’

 (Gould 4) and has

 the lithosphere (earth’s rocky foundations), the hydrosphere (earth’s

water), and the cryosphere (frozen polar regions and high mountains) ("The Unberable Burden"). As the cloud

 the technosphere reminds us that the emails and Google searches

 (Gould 4). Especially when we

conditioned to enjoy.
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Of course, buying your way out of things is not an answer for all. In

income communities, and some communities of color [were said to be]

impacts of climate change” (“Summary Findings”). While age may

"Society" 1446). This biopower

gives individuals

healthcare or the deregulation

an interview with 

that you’re talking about are there, I don’t see it...One of the problems that a lot of people like myself have, we

have very high levels of intelligence but we’re not necessarily such believers” (Dawsey). Despite a production

team of more than 300 federal and non-federal experts, and a review-process including external experts, the

public, the Federal Government and an ad hoc committee of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering,

and Medicine (NASEM

him economically. And because of his biopower, no matter how much we disagree with his choices, we will

ince the assessment, Trump has only made his position more clear, pulling the

United States out of the Paris Climate Agreement and proposing a 2021 budget that would cut funding to the

Environmental Protection Agency by 26 percent

culture, a culture that cannot thrive under the regulation necessary for climate-change response. 

What exactly does this need for regulation have to do with Momo? On the surface, perhaps nothing. But we

can no longer continue to rely on our surface-level interpretations. Particularly given that in the early months

while society as we know it falls apart. Inside this Petri dish of uncertainty, it should come of no great surprise

to hear we bred another viral sensation: the . A  said to appear at the onset of an epidemic, like

Momo, the 

enough. 

Asian Americans to the low-wage service workers forced to risk infection to the 

black Americans, the virus has lifted the curtain on pandemics that have long infected our societies. And while
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the identities may vary slightly based on country and region, the gap between those with biopower and those

considered disposable has never been made more clear. That is why we cannot simply “return to the way

 haunting our shadows may be
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